Neuregulins, a four-member family of epidermal growth factor-like signaling molecules, have been studied for over two decades. They were first implicated in schizophrenia in 2002 with the detection of linkage and association at the NRG1 locus followed after a few years by NRG3. However, the associations with disease have not been very consistently observed. In contrast, association of NGR3 variants with disease presentation, specifically the presence of delusions, has been more consistent. This appears to be mediated by quantitative changes in the alternative splicing of the gene, which has also been consistently observed. Additional diseases and phenotypes, psychiatric or not, have also been connected with NRG3. These results demonstrate two important aspects of behavioral genetics research. The first is that if we only consider simple risk and fail to examine the details of each patient's individual phenotype, we will miss important insights on the disease biology. This is an important aspect of the goals of precision medicine. The second is that the functional consequences of variants are often more complex than simple alterations in levels of transcription of a particular gene, including, among others, regulation of alternative splicing. To accurately model and understand the biological consequences of phenotype-associated genetic variants, we need to study the biological consequences of each specific variant. Simply studying the consequences of a null allele of the orthologous gene in a model system, runs the risk of missing the many nuances of hypomorphic and/or gain of function variants in the genome of interest.
referred to as Neu Differentiation Factor (NDF) (Wen et al., 1992) , Heregulins (Holmes et al., 1992) , Glial Growth Gactor (GGF) (Marchionni et al., 1993) , Acetylcholine Receptor-Inducing Activity (ARIA) (Falls, Rosen, Corfas, Lane, & Fischbach, 1993) , and Sensory and Motor Neuron-derived Factor (SMDF) (Ho, Armanini, Nuijens, Phillips, & Osheroff, 1995) . This diverse array of names and corresponding functions is indicative of the versatility and importance of neuregulins in the human brain. There are four human neuregulin paralogs NRG1-4. Of these, NRG1 is the most extensively studied while NRG4 is the least well known. All 4 genes produce multiple isoforms through alternative splicing (Carteron, Ferrer-Montiel, & Cabedo, 2006; Falls, 2003; Hayes et al., 2007; Ponomareva et al., 2005) and are expressed in multiple tissue types. NRG1, 2, and 3, are known to have significant roles in the development and function of the central nervous system (Mei & Nave, 2014; Mei & Xiong, 2008; Ponomareva et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 1997) .
All neuregulins have N-terminal EGF-like domains and signal through tyrosine kinase receptors of the ErbB family including EGF-R, ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, and ErbB4 (Britsch, 2007) . ErbB receptors function as either a homo-or hetero-dimer, however, ERBB2 and ERBB3 have lost their capabilities for ligand interaction and kinase activity requiring heterodimerization with other ERBB receptors to generate signals (Citri & Yarden, 2006) . This multitude of neuregulin genes, splice forms and receptors create tremendous diversity, which coupled with variable receptor specificities (Sweeney et al., 2000) , would better be understood and studied at the level of systems biology (Citri & Yarden, 2006) , something that has not yet been accomplished.
An appreciation of the complexity generated through alternative splicing can be gained from studies on NRG1 (Falls, 2003; Steinthorsdottir et al., 2004) . Dozens of NRG1 transcripts have been described and grouped into three major types I, II, and III (Falls, 2003) . All have the N-terminal EGF-like domain, while types I and II also contain an Immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domain but differ in other type-specific N-terminal sequences. Further, type I functions in paracrine signaling (membrane bound but cleaved from the cell surface) or as a cytosolic signaling molecule. Similarly, the N-terminus of type II can be cleaved from the cell surface or secreted, while type III remains attached to the cell membrane, signaling only to immediately neighboring cells (Falls, 2003) . Steinthorsdottir et al. (2004) expanded this classification describing NRG1 transcript types IV-VI. Liu et al. (2011) showed that the expression of different NRG1 transcripts varies during development and according to brain activity. Alternative splicing of NRG3 has not been characterized in as much detail, however, multiple studies from others (Carteron et al., 2006; Kao et al., 2010; Paterson et al., 2017) and us (Zeledon et al., 2015) have confirmed the existence of multiple alternative splice forms. A neural-specific splice variant of NRG3 was first described by Carteron et al. (2006) , while Kao et al. (2010) later described multiple NRG3 transcripts encoding structurally distinct protein isoforms. The levels of these splice variants are predicted, in part, by the genotype of a DNA variant (rs10748842) (Kao et al., 2010) that our group associated with delusion severity in schizophrenia (Chen et al., 2009 ). Most recently, Paterson et al. (2017) confirmed the effect of rs10748842 genotype, as well as the existence of multiple isoforms and their variability across development and in psychiatric disease. Subsequently, we also described allelic correlations with specific NRG3 splice forms, further highlighting their importance (Zeledon et al., 2015) .
| NRGGENE STRUCTURE
Neuregulin 3 was identified by Zhang et al. (1997) as an ERBB4 ligand enriched in neural tissue. In a study of ERBB receptor binding affinities of EGF domains, Jones, Akita, and Sliwkowski (1999) used ERBB receptor extracellular domains fused to immunoglobulins (IgGs) and confirmed that NRG3 only binds to ERBB4-and ERBB2/4 IgGs, in contrast with NRG1 whose isoforms bind to ERBB3 and ERBB4. NRG3 has a much higher affinity for ERBB4 than any of the other neuregulins (Jones et al., 1999) . The NRG3 gene maps to10q22-q23 (Gizatullin et al., 2000) at coordinates chr10: 81, 875, 985 ,645 on the hg38 built of the human genome (Figure 1 ). It is a large gene spanning 1.11 Mb which based on UCSC genome browser data puts it on the 0.5 percentile of the genes in the genome in terms of size, similar in size to NRG1 but ∼5 and 15 fold larger that NRG2 and NRG4, respectively.
Unlike other neuregulin genes, NRG3 is flanked on either side by gene deserts greater than 1Mb. Gene deserts are also present around NRG1 but are only 400-600 Kb. The structure of NRG3 as reported in the UCSC Genome Browser is shown on Figure 1 , including some of the observed alternative transcripts and an anti-sense transcript. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) discussed in this paper are also shown. Of the observed or likely promoters only the most 5′ is at a CpG island. At the protein level, NRG3 isoform 1 (NCBI accession # NP_001010848) is 696 amino acids (aa), isoform 2 is 695 aa (NP_001159444) and isoform 3 is 499 aa (NP_001159445) with a significantly shorted N-terminus.
The original paper identifying NRG3 (Zhang et al., 1997) showed exclusive expression in the brain (excluding testis) by Northern blot analysis of RNA from 16 tissues not including mammary gland. In the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project data (www.gtexportal. org and Figure 2 ) NRG3 is almost exclusively expressed in the nervous system with highest expression in the anterior cingulate and frontal cortex. The list of tissue types and developmental stages in GTEx is of course not complete. Some NRG3 expression in the developing breast and in breast cancer has also been reported (Dunn et al., 2004; Howard, 2008) . GTEx data show significant brain expression for all neuregulins but brain specificity is strongest for NRG3. Paterson et al. (2017) using a PCR-based approach have also described isoform specificity including isoforms expressed outside the CNS.
| NRG3 PROTEIN DOMAINS AND DOWNSTREAM INTERACTING PARTNERS
When Zhang et al. (1997) first identified NRG3 they also characterized a major transcript of the gene. The corresponding protein domains they identified are shown in Figure 3 . This transcript encoded a NRG3 protein that showed high similarity to specific NRG1 isoforms, particularly the SMDF type which lacks an Ig-like domain (Ho et al., 1995) and appears to correspond to type III NRG1 according to Falls (2003) . There are two hydrophobic domains in the N-terminal segment of the protein, of which the most N-terminal likely serves as an internal signal sequence and the more C-terminal as a transmembrane domain (Zhang et al., 1997) . The extracellular domain contains the EGF domain, which is distinct from that of NRG1 and specifically binds ERBB4 (Zhang et al., 1997) . While it has been shown that NRG1 undergoes proteolytic cleavage in the transmembrane domain (Fleck, Garratt, Haass, & Willem, 2012; Willem, 2016) mediated by beta and gamma-secretases (Dejaegere et al., 2008; Savonenko et al., 2008) with the release of the EGF domain, this post-translational processing
has not yet been explored for NRG3. Moreover, it is not known if NRG3 participates in "back-signaling" by the C-terminal domain, as has been shown for NRG1 (Bao, Wolpowitz, Role, & Talmage, 2003) . (Zhou & Carpenter, 2002) . This activates PKC and ectodomain cleavage of ERBB4 by the metalloprotease ADAM17 (also known as TNF alpha converting enzyme; TACE) followed by an intramembranous cleavage by gamma-secretase (Ni, Murphy, Golde, & Carpenter,
The NRG3 gene as it appears on the UCSC genome browser (build hg38). Six alternative transcripts with their ENSEMBLE IDs and an antisense transcript are shown in the GENCODE v.24 track. SNPs discussed in this review are shown: schizophrenia associations in red, delusion factor associations in blue, and others in green.
FIGURE 2 Data from GTEx on the expression of NRG3 across tissues.
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2001) (a component of which, PSEN1, is shown here). This second cleavage releases the ERBB4 intracellular domain from the membrane into the cytoplasm, which is followed by its translocation to the nucleus and downstream transcription regulation (Ni et al., 2001 ).
The NRG3 structure outlined above and in Figure 3 corresponds to the main transcript described by Zhang et al. (1997) . Other splice forms will differ in presence and spacing or these domains in the protein product including EGF, as well as their processing and function. This provides possible mechanisms for associations between regulatory variation and phenotype. However, until further research clarifies these relationships, this model remains only a hypothesis.
| NEUREGULINS AND PSYCHIATRIC DISEASE
Identified in 1992 (Holmes et al., 1992) and studied extensively for its roles in the nervous system, the first neuregulin to draw the attention of psychiatric genetics research was NRG1, after a large study on an Icelandic population revealed linkage and association with schizophrenia at the NRG1 locus (Stefansson et al., 2002) . Many studies since then have shown mixed results. A meta analysis (Munafò, Thiselton, Clark, & Flint, 2006) supported the association but only at the level of an NRG1 haplotype and the authors warned on the need for very large samples to dissect this result. The most recent and largest genome wide association study for schizophrenia did not implicate the NRG1 locus (Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2014), indicating either an absence of association with the disease risk per se or a pattern more complex than the additive effect model investigated by the GWAS. Additional studies from us and others have suggested that there may be interactions or variants involving more than one genes in the NRG/ERBB pathway that increase disease risk (Benzel et al., 2007; Hatzimanolis et al., 2013; Norton et al., 2006; Walsh et al., 2008) . Other studies have also found differences in the expression of NRG in certain brain regions of schizophrenic individuals, but this observation has not been uniform and not always in the same direction (Hashimoto et al., 2004; Law et al., 2006; Nicodemus et al., 2009; Parlapani et al., 2010; Weickert, Tiwari, Schofield, Mowry, & Fullerton, 2012) . Despite these inconsistencies, NRG1 remains an important gene for nervous system development and function and likely to play roles in schizophrenia. For excellent reviews of the connections between NRG1 and schizophrenia see (Mei & Nave, 2014; Mei & Xiong, 2008; Mostaid et al., 2016) .
FIGURE 4 Downstream processing after binding of NRG3 to ERBB4 receptors. After binding ERBB4 is activated by autophosphorylation and phosphorylates other targets resulting in activation of ADAM17 which sheds its extracellular domain and Gamma-secretase which releases its intracellular domain. The latter translocates to the nucleus where it participates in transcriptional regulation. 
| NEUREGULIN 3 ASSOCIATIONS WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA
The NRG3 locus on 10q22.3 was first linked to schizophrenia by a study on pedigrees of Ashkenazi Jewish decent in 2003 (Fallin et al., 2003) . Two years after that, in a study of 64 candidate genes including NRG3, we reported association of SNP rs1080293 within the gene with schizophrenia (Fallin et al., 2005) . Later, Benzel et al. (2007) in addition to a classic association study, investigated statistical interactions between SNP genotypes across components of the ERBB-NRG signaling network. They reported disease-associated SNPs in ERBB4, NRG1, NRG2, NRG3, and EGFR, as well as significant evidence of interaction between NRG3 and NRG1. The NRG3 associated SNPs, rs4293073 and rs3924461, were ∼60 and 500 Kb away from the one we previously reported (see Figure 1) . The methodology of their interaction analysis does not allow a clear assessment of overlaps with other variants we describe. In a later study we examined neuregulins 1 and 3 as part of a close-knit pathway, including ERBB4 and the genes producing beta and gamma secretases known to cleave NRGs and ERBB4 (Hatzimanolis et al., 2013 ). In this rare-variant, sequencingbased study we found that damaging variants in genes-members of the pathway were co-occurring more often than expected in certain patients. This suggested a within-pathway burden of disease and identified a high-burden subgroup that also showed distinct phenotypes. NRG3 was included in the pathway, however, the results did not support it as a participant to this phenomenon. The association of NRG3 variants with schizophrenia was also reported in a Chinese cohort (Wang et al., 2008) Two more positive studies reported an association between rs10883866 and/or correlated SNPs and schizophrenia, (Kao et al., 2010) and (Morar et al., 2011) , There have also been three negative studies (Chen et al., 2009; Pasaje et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013 ) and the genomic region does not show significant signals in the biggest genome wide association study for schizophrenia to date of 150,00 samples (Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2014). Therefore, the involvement of these variants with risk for schizophrenia remains in question.
In 2009, we published a follow up study on the previously reported 10q22 linkage (Chen et al., 2009) with results that showed a modified story regarding the effects of NRG3 variation that seems to hold up more consistently than the disease associations. We covered the entire linkage region of 12. ) was located in intron 1 of NRG3.
This is the same SNP as reported by Fallin et al. (2005) yet note that this is a highly overlapping dataset. When we looked for associations across the nine heritable factors derived from 73 items from our diagnostic ratings and assessment interviews we saw a remarkable signal in intron 1 for the "delusion" factor involving three SNPs (rs10883866, rs10748842, and rs6584400, all pairwise r 2 > 0.85 in Caucasians) located within 13 kb and reaching a p-value of 2.30 × 10 −7 .
This suggested that the genotype at NRG3 had a strong influence on the phenotypic features of the disease, despite lack of significant influence on the risk to become affected. Weaker signals in NRG3 were observed for two other factors, disorganized (rs951204) and scholastic (rs11196700), while another signal for hallucinations was located in the 3′ gene desert. This was, to our knowledge, one of the first studies to explore and identify a strong association with the phenotypic presentation rather than the presence of a psychiatric disease.
Importantly, replications of these results followed. First, Kao et al. (2010) found significant association of these same SNPs with patient delusions and positive symptom severity as well as an association with disease risk. They also showed that one of these variants, rs10748842
is in a conserved region and predicts the brain expression of developmentally regulated NRG3 transcripts differing in their 5′
exon, suggesting a mechanism for the association. Somewhat later Morar et al. (2011) replicated once more the association of these SNPs, this time with Schneiderian first-rank symptoms, very similar to our "delusion factor". Additionally, they found these variants were associated with the degraded-stimulus continuous performance task (DS-CPT) and speculated that NRG3 genotypes may be modulating early attentional processes for perceptual sensitivity and vigilance.
Interestingly this effect in opposite directions between cases and controls. Following these results, Meier et al. (2013) tried to replicate and extend them to bipolar disorder. They evaluated genotype at rs6584400 for associations with psychotic symptoms using the Operational Criteria Checklist for Psychotic Illness (OPCRIT) (McGuffin, Farmer, & Harvey, 1991) and attention performance using the Trail Making Test (TMT) (Periáñez et al., 2007) . They found an association with OPCRIT psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia and with TMT score in both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder thus replicating and extending the previous findings.
| NEUREGULIN 3 FUNCTIONAL VARIATION
The interesting genetic association results in NRG3, its perceived important functions in brain development and its extensive alternative splicing, prompted investigators to explore regulation of NRG3 expression, particularly as it related to the phenotype-associated SNPs. Kao et al. (2010) reported that NRG3 expression is increased in schizophrenia brains and that the variants identified earlier by us are expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs), regulating specific alternative transcripts. We also followed up on our initial finding looking for the functional variants underlying the association. We performed an extensive characterization of the 162 kb linkage AVRAMOPOULOS | 261 disequilibrium block including the delusion associated SNPs in 47 AJ schizophrenia patients at the extremes of the distribution of the delusion factor score. We found multiple variants including the originally identified rs10883866 and rs60827755 (r 2 = 1), which showed allele-specific differences in driving reporter gene expression in vitro. We also found that carriers of the risk allele (C) at rs10748842
have a decreased expression of transcripts containing downstream alternative exon 1 in both the DLPFC (N = 94 human postmortem samples) and the superior temporal gyrus (N = 190) . This is the exon used for transcripts type II and III as described by Kao et al. (2010) and the observed effect is in the same direction.
More recently, Paterson et al. (2017) , using postmortem human dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, quantified isoform classes I-IV of NRG3
for 286 controls individuals from gestational week 14-85 years old, 34 bipolar patients, and 69 major depression patients. They found individually specific expression trajectories of the four classes of transcripts across development and through life. In addition to disease specific differences they also found that alternative transcripts producing isoforms II and III varied according to the genotype at rs10748842 and were brain specific, which is a third replication of the previous results. Therefore, the evidence that the expression of NRG3 alternative transcripts is important in the presentation of psychosis in schizophrenia is significant.
Other studies have extended the evidence on the importance of variation in NRG3 for brain function. An interesting study on evolution and how the human genome has been shaped by varying environmen- (Hayes et al., 2016) which exhibited multiple schizophrenia related phenotypes. The mouse was engineered to lack exon 2 leading to premature stop codons and we confirmed the lack of Nrg3 protein in homozygous animals. These displayed novelty-induced hyperactivity, impaired prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle response, and deficient fear conditioning while they lacked gross cytoarchitectonic or layer abnormalities.
These NRG3 animal models share one thing in common, the manifestation of traits and behaviors that are related to human psychiatric phenotypes. The phenotypes differ in each case, but so do the models, and none of them recapitulates the effects of genetic variation observed in humans. Altogether, these models add to the evidence supporting that NRG3 is an important gene whose disruptions can be involved in psychiatric disease.
FIGURE 5
Linkage disequilibrium between NRG3 SNPs mentioned in this review and shown in Figure 1 . R-squared is above the diagonal and D-prime below, and higher values are highlighted red and green respectively. Dashes indicate no data due to SNP distances >500 Kb. (Sivakumaran et al., 2011) . NRG3 is no exception to this pattern. We have already mentioned above associations with attention deficits in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (Meier et al., 2013) and disease specific splice form expression trajectories in Affective Disorders (Paterson et al., 2017) . There is also convincing evidence including GWAS for involvement of NRG3 in smoking behavior (Loukola et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2014 ), Alzheimer's disease (Wang et al., 2014) and body mass index (Lee et al., 2016) . Moving beyond links to behavior, NRG3 has been implicated in Hirschsprung's disease (a disorder of the of the enteric nervous system) by three studies, one involving copy number variation (Tang et al., 2012) , another based on exome sequencing (Yang et al., 2013 ) and a common variant association study (Wang et al., 2016) . It has further been implicated in prolongation of the electrocardiogram's QT interval (time for depolarization and repolarization of the ventricles) during iloperidone treatment (Volpi et al., 2009 ) and through interactions with other genes in susceptibility to tuberculosis (Daya, van der Merwe, van Helden, Möller, & Hoal, 2014) .
| CONCLUSIONS
NRG3 followed NRG1 into the spotlight of schizophrenia research, but has its own unique history, showing us how genetic variation may influence the specifics of a phenotype-not only the risk per se for disease. The association of NRG3 with specific traits within the schizophrenia phenotype has been consistent, with three independent positive studies with strong results and no negative reports. This stresses how the accurate and detailed phenotyping of each patient will help us identify genes and variants that determine it and move us a step closer to precision medicine. Even if we do not cure or prevent the disease, modifying the symptoms that lead to disability would be a valuable service to the patients.
The links of the phenotype-associated variation to NRG3 alternative splicing have also been consistent. Combined with the extensive developmental regulation of NRG3 they emphasize the importance of accurately identifying the effects of DNA variation and modeling it exactly in our efforts to understand the resulting phenotypes. Knocking out or overexpressing NRG3 has already provided interesting results but is not directly relevant the increased delusions of the patients and the effects of rs10883866 which involve specific transcripts with likely diverse consequences across development.
On the other hand, the evidence for an association of NRG3 variants with disease risk is not conclusive. The associations are not always replicable, and the gene does not show up in the biggest genome wide association study for schizophrenia to date (Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2014). Many studies have suggested interactions of variation in NRG3 and related genes and these need to be further explored. It is also important to remember that the lack of conclusive association of common variants in a gene with disease risk does not exclude the involvement of the gene in the disease.
For example, PSEN1, an established Alzheimer's disease gene with ∼100% penetrance for certain alleles, does not show association in large GWAS despite its clear connection to the risk. Lack of common variation substantially increasing risk is not synonymous to lack of relevance. As our tools for genetic research become more powerful, particularly genome sequencing, functional variant characterization and genome editing, and as we expand our views on the consequences of genetic variation, we will find ourselves in a much better place for understanding psychiatric disease in the not so distant future.
The uncertainties rising from genetic epidemiology studies may be alleviated by recent advances in genome editing technologies that make it possible to study the consequences of a disease associated variant within its native genomic context (Pham et al., 2016) and even in combination with others. While, in the case of humans, one can not apply this to an intact organism, the advent of induced pluripotent stem cells and their ability to differentiate and to be cultured in 2 or 3 dimensions forming organoids, can be harnessed to help us understand the disease related consequences and identify ways to reverse these outcomes.
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